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The 3-Legged Stool of OOP, Revisited

At the beginning of the course, we said that OOP involves these three
programming concepts:

• Encapsulation

• Inheritance

• Polymorphism

This week we begin the study of inheritance, soon to be followed by
the related idea of polymorphism.

Inheritance Concepts

Inheritance is fundamental to structuring programs in object-oriented
systems.  The basic idea is that a new class can be derived from
another, gaining some of the attributes and operations of the existing
class.

an example of "code reuse"

Inheritance models the IS-A relationship, as opposed to the HAS-A
relationship we talked about earlier.

Examples: a Dog IS-A Mammal, a Car IS-A Vehicle

but a Car HAS-A Tire

More Inheritance Concepts

A class which inherits from another (the derived class) automatically
has the non-private instance variables and methods defined in the
class inherited from (the base class).  This leads to the following
benefits:

• Functionality is shared between related classes

• A method defined in one class can be inherited by many others,
directly or indirectly

• Code in one class can be reused by a related class without
duplication
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Deriving New Classes in Java

The keyword extends used in the first line of a class definition
specifies that the new class is to inherit from an existing class.

The general form is:

public class A extends B {

   // rest of class definition

}

In this example, the derived class A is called the subclass, and the
base class B is also called the superclass.

Inheritance in Objectdraw

We've been using inheritance all along.  Classes which use
objectwindows to manage user interaction extend WindowController
and inherit the set of event-handling methods it defines: begin,
onMouseClick and the rest.

public class RisingSun extends WindowController {

   // RisingSun inherits from WindowController

}

This is an example of inheriting functionality. The WindowController
class defines a set of methods that our programs can take advantage
of.  Further, WindowController derives from Controller which is where
we get startController, and so on.

Inheritance Examples

Another common use of inheritance is factoring out commonalities.
For example, in a media database we might have two seemingly
related classes that share some features.  First, a Video class:

public class Video {

   private String title, comment;

   private int playingTime; 

   private boolean gotIt; 

   private String director;

   // and the methods

}

Inheritance Examples

Next, a CD class, which has some instance variables in common with
Video:

public class CD {

   private String title, comment;

   private int playingTime; 

   private boolean gotIt; 

   private String artist;

   private int numberOfTracks;

   private String[] tracks;

   // and the methods

}
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Inheritance Examples
Video and CD have four instance variables in common, and will have
duplicate code to manage them in the constructor and other places. 
We can reduce the duplication by first defining a class Media to
describe the attributes and operations common to all the different
types of objects in the database:

public class Media {

   // information common to media objects

   // note: not private!

   protected String title, comment;

   protected int playingTime; 

   protected boolean gotIt; 

   // ...and methods...

}

Inheritance Examples
Then we would derive the classes for different kinds of media
containing only instance variables and methods specific to those
types:
public class Video extends Media {

   // information specific to Videos

   private String director;

   // methods specific to Video...

}

public class CD extends Media {

   // information specific to CDs

   private String artist;

   private int numberOfTracks;

   private String[] tracks;

   // methods specific to CD...

}

Using super

Code in a derived class can access constructors and methods
directly from the superclass using the keyword super which is
analogous to this.

Superclass constructors are not inherited;  the only way to access
them is by using super to initialize instance variables inherited from
the superclass before initializing the instance variables specific to the
derived class.

When super is used in a constructor, it must come first.

Chaining constructors

public class CD extends Media {

   // information specific to CDs

   private String artist;

   private int numberOfTracks;

   private String[] tracks;

   // Constructor for objects of class CD

   public CD(String theTitle, String theArtist, int tracks, int time) {

      super(theTitle, time);  // calls the Media class constructor

      artist = theArtist;

      numberOfTracks = tracks;

    }

}
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Class Hierarchies

Any set of classes related by inheritance are said to form a
class hierarchy. A class hierarchy allows us to visualize
superclass/subclass relationships by drawing them out, similar to a
family tree.

The more general classes are found at the top, and the more specific
classes are nearer the bottom.

All Java classes automatically inherit from the most general class of
all: Object.  Because it is automatic we usually just assume its
existence rather than add it to the hierarchy.

Class Hierarchy Examples

Overriding

Any non-private method defined in a superclass can be inherited by a
subclass, or it may be overridden by the subclass.  To override a
method definition, the subclass simply provides its own definition for
the method, with the same signature.

For example, in WindowController the mouse-event methods such as
onMouseClick don't do much of anything.  In our derived classes, we
provide our own definitions for some or all of the mouse-event
methods.  This is overriding.

Overriding

As another example of overriding, consider the print method in the
class Media.  This method is pretty generic and only prints
information common to all Media subclasses.  We could improve the
printing somewhat by overriding print in each subclass.  Here is an
example for the CD class:
   public void print() {

      System.out.print("Artist: " + artist + " ");

      super.print();   // calls the print method in Media

      System.out.println("Tracks: " + numberOfTracks);

   }
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